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A novel technique called “Noquist” is introduced for the accel-
eration of dynamic cardiac magnetic resonance imaging
(CMRI). With the use of this technique, a more sparsely sampled
dynamic image sequence is reconstructed correctly, without
Nyquist foldover artifact. Unlike most other reduced field-of-
view (rFOV) methods, Noquist does not rely on data substitution
or temporal interpolation to reconstruct the dynamic image
sequence. The proposed method reduces acquisition time in
dynamic MRI scans by eliminating the data redundancy asso-
ciated with static regions in the dynamic scene. A reduction of
imaging time is achieved by a fraction asymptotically equal to
the static fraction of the FOV, by omitting acquisition of an
appropriate subset of phase-encoding views from a conven-
tional equidistant Cartesian acquisition grid. The theory behind
this method is presented along with sample reconstructions
from real and simulated data. Noquist is compared with con-
ventional cine imaging by retrospective selection of a re-
duced data set from a full-grid conventional image sequence.
In addition, a comparison is presented, using real and simu-
lated data, of our technique with an existing rFOV technique
that uses temporal interpolation. The experimental results
confirm the theory, and demonstrate that Noquist reduces
scan time for cine MRI while fully preserving both spatial and
temporal resolution, but at the cost of a reduced signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). Magn Reson Med 51:331–342, 2004.
© 2004 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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Speed is an important factor in many dynamic magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) applications, including cardiac
imaging. Time-resolved cardiac MRI (CMRI) samples the
time axis by synchronizing the acquisition process with
the subject’s heartbeat as read from electrocardiographic or
blood oximetry readings, and acquiring data at fixed inter-
vals across the cardiac cycle. When the time sampling
interval is too short to allow the acquisition of a complete
spatial data set, spatial sampling is partitioned across mul-
tiple heartbeats, taking advantage of the cyclic nature of
cardiac motion. Respiratory artifacts are commonly
avoided by acquiring all data during breath-holding. An

important limiting factor in cardiac imaging is thus the
breath-hold duration that the subject can sustain. This is
typically 10–25 s, depending on the patient’s physical
condition. Despite the growing availability of acquisition
accelerators, such as parallel imaging methods (e.g., simul-
taneous acquisition of spatial harmonics (SMASH) (1),
sensitivity encoding (SENSE) (2), and generalized auto-
calibrating partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA) (3))
on systems with phased-array RF coils, and high-speed
TrueFISP steady-state acquisition techniques (4), image
quality problems are still encountered that are associated
with repeated breath-holding. For patients with severe
cardiovascular disease, and even for healthy subjects,
there are limits to both the breath-hold duration and the
number of consecutive breath-hold scans that can be ac-
quired. Faster acquisitions allow the same image to be
acquired in a shorter breath-hold, higher-resolution im-
ages to be acquired in the same breath-hold time, and
complete multislice coverage of anatomy to be completed
in fewer breath-holds by scanning multiple slices in one
breath-hold. When imaging time pushes the limits of the
patient’s breath-hold capacity, shorter scan times may ac-
tually improve the quality of the images. Reduced breath-
hold times may improve patient throughput and result in
more successfully completed studies.

One well known method for increasing the number of
temporal frames in cine CMRI is view sharing (5). This
temporal interpolation method, which is commercially
available, reconstructs intermediate frames by combining
the latter-acquired half of the data for a preceding frame
with the earlier half of the data for the following frame.
This approach does not change the actual temporal reso-
lution of the scan, since the temporal acquisition window
of each reconstructed frame (original or interpolated) is at
least the same as that of the original uninterpolated frames.
However, interpolated frames may yield sharper images in
temporally undersampled situations where sudden mo-
tion occurs roughly halfway during the acquisition win-
dow of an original frame. This may improve estimations of
functional parameters (e.g., the ejection fraction) at no
additional cost in acquisition time.

A variety of other avenues have been pursued in the
quest to reduce acquisition time in MRI. In addition to
important improvements with the use of advanced hard-
ware and faster acquisition sequences, the incorporation of
various types of prior knowledge has been investigated to
constrain the reconstruction problem and thus reduce data
requirements. Partial-Fourier techniques (6,7), which ex-
ploit the premise that in many cases the complex-data
reconstructed images are ideally expected to be real-val-
ued, have been shown to be successful and are now avail-
able on most commercial imagers. The above-mentioned
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parallel imaging methods incorporate prior knowledge
about receiver coil geometry in the reconstruction of ac-
quisitions that use phased-array receiver coils. Many other
methods have been proposed to accelerate specific appli-
cations in MRI, including dynamic imaging problems.
Keyhole imaging (8) exploits the observation that in many
dynamic imaging problems, such as contrast uptake mon-
itoring, intensity changes are often relatively uniform over
large regions in the field of view (FOV), i.e., the dynamics
are spatially band-limited. Methods such as the block re-
gional interpolation scheme for k-space (BRISK) (9) and 3D
time resolved imaging of contrast kinetics (TRICKS) (10)
employ more elegant algorithms that have been built
around this idea. The same premise is used in generalized-
series reconstruction methods, such as reduced-encoding
imaging with generalized-series reconstruction (RIGR)
(11,12). However, cine CMRI does not align well with the
underlying assumption of these types of methods, because
the beating heart has an abundance of small and large
anatomical structures with sharply delineated edges that
may move, slowly or rapidly, in any direction within
and/or through the slice plane. As a result, the dynamics of
cine MRI may generally not be assumed to be band-limited
in either spatial or the temporal dimensions.

An increasingly important class of methods takes advan-
tage of the fact that dynamic imaging often involves re-
peated acquisitions of an image plane in which only part
of the FOV changes over time. For example, in CMRI the
heart moves during the cardiac cycle, but the lungs and
shoulders remain in the same location. As a rule, the
dynamic parts of the image contain the interesting struc-
tures in the image. Sometimes static regions provide an
anatomical reference, but often the only reason for includ-
ing static regions in the FOV is to avoid contamination of
relevant dynamic regions by aliasing or wraparound arti-
facts.

Conventional dynamic MRI acquires sufficient data to
reconstruct these static regions independently for each
image of a time sequence. Such data are intrinsically re-
dundant, since ideally the static region is identical in all
images. A variety of modifications in data acquisition and
image reconstruction have been proposed (13–20) to trade
this redundancy for a reduction in acquisition time, or,
alternatively, increased temporal or spatial resolution.
Such acceleration techniques are known as reduced FOV
(rFOV) techniques, since most proposed methods to date
involve undersampled k-space acquisition (which corre-
sponds to imaging with an rFOV) in combination with an
approach to eliminate the resulting foldover artifact using
prior knowledge of the extent and location of the dynamic
portion of the FOV. A common feature of most rFOV
techniques to date is the approximate amount of associ-
ated time-savings. If the size of the dynamic region repre-
sents a fraction 1/K of the total FOV, these techniques all
offer scan-time reduction by a factor exactly or approxi-
mately equal to K.

Hu and Parrish (13) presented a subtraction technique
whereby each frame of a dynamic sequence reconstructs a
difference image with a preacquired reference image. The
difference image is nonzero only in dynamic regions, and
can therefore be sampled sparsely without penalty of alias-
ing artifact. Some practical modifications to this technique

were proposed by Kyriakos et al. (14). A version for polar
grid sampling was investigated by Scheffler and Hennig
(15). The reference image approach is feasible for func-
tional imaging or contrast uptake dynamics; however, full-
resolution reference images are not available for cine car-
diac imaging.

rFOV techniques for cardiac imaging rely on a reduction
of spatial sampling density, followed by some form of
temporal interpolation or filtering of the data points to
eliminate foldover. Fredrickson and Pelc (16) modified the
Hu and Parrish (13) approach to accommodate cyclic dy-
namic imaging without a preacquired full-resolution ref-
erence image. Foldover artifact is compensated for by the
use of an estimated reference image, generated by averag-
ing all acquired temporal frames. Madore et al. (17) pro-
posed the “unaliasing by Fourier-encoding the overlaps
using the temporal dimension” (UNFOLD) approach,
which modulates foldover artifacts associated with spatial
undersampling in predictable patterns across temporal
frames. An explicit temporal filter is then applied to re-
move the temporal frequencies that are represented in
these patterns. This method has gained attention because
of its elegance and its potential applications to other prob-
lems (18,19). Recently, Madore et al. (20) proposed an
rFOV approach to explicitly calculate k-space data that
were omitted in the acquisition for a dynamic scene
through the construction of difference images between
frames in the dynamic image sequence. Difference images
have limited FOVs and therefore are not subject to aliasing
artifacts and may be reconstructed without errors from
sparser samples. An explicit methodology is proposed that
uses linear combinations of acquired k-space views and
corresponding views from difference images to generate
missing views from the sparse data set.

We introduce here a novel acceleration strategy we call
“Noquist,” which does not rely on substitution or interpo-
lation. A more sparsely sampled dynamic image sequence
is reconstructed correctly without Nyquist foldover arti-
fact by reductions in the size of the discrete Fourier model
of the k-space data for the dynamic image. The image is
reconstructed by direct inversion of this reduced model.
Our approach does not require synthesis of omitted con-
ventional-grid data or after-the-fact removal of foldover
artifacts, and accommodates variations in the dynamic
FOV fraction easily and naturally.

Noquist is based on the formulation of the image recon-
struction as an inverse problem. A system of simultaneous
linear “data modeling” equations relates the k-space data
to the image pixels. The image reconstruction process is
defined by the inversion of this system, which is conven-
tionally performed by an inverse discrete Fourier trans-
form (DFT). For a unique solution on a desired image grid,
the number of equations (measured data points) in the
linear system must not be less than the number of variables
(independent image points) to be solved in the reconstruc-
tion, as dictated by Nyquist sampling criteria. In conven-
tional dynamic imaging, where each frame of an image
sequence is reconstructed independently, these linear sys-
tems are identical for each frame of the sequence, and each
frame is reconstructed from disjoint data sets by a separate
DFT operation. If we know there are static regions in the
FOV, the total number of independent image points that
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must be computed is lower. Consequently, we can reduce
the overall size of the linear system describing the se-
quence, and hence reconstruct the image from fewer data
points. In the following we present details on the Noquist
concept and our implementation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Theory

We will use Bracewell notation conventions (21) for the
FTs. In a (static) two-dimensional (2D) MRI problem, the
unknown function f we wish to reconstruct in an image is
by good approximation (22) related to the measured k-
space data F through an FT. For clarity, we will reduce the
formulation of the image reconstruction problem to a 1D
case. Imaging time constraints for a separable Cartesian 2D
acquisition grid are typically dominated by sampling in
the phase-encoding direction. Our technique, in its current
implementation, aims to reduce the number of phase en-
codings. The reconstruction as described below applies to
each column of the image defined by a common readout
direction coordinate.

In reality, we only have access to a sampled-data version
of F(k). The sampling interval in k-space implicitly dic-
tates the FOV of the image by defining the spacing between
aliased copies of f in the reconstructed image. Truncation
of the k-space sample train equates to application of a
low-pass filter over f by capping the spatial frequency
range for which data are acquired. It follows that after the
k-space sampling interval and the pixel size in the recon-
struction are normalized, the reconstructed image (for con-
venience, hereafter the function referred to as f(x)) is re-
lated to the sample series F(k), of size N, by a DFT:

f�x� � �
k�0

N�1

F�k�e2�jkx/N [1]

with as inverse the “data modeling” operation:

F�k� �
1
N �

x�0

N�1

f�x�e�2�jkx/N [2]

To formulate our modified reconstruction for dynamic im-
aging, it is convenient to rewrite the DFT relation (Eq. [2])
in vector format:

F� � Mf� [3]

In Eq. [3] F� is an N-dimensional vector whose elements
represent the k-space data points at k � {0, 1, . . . , N �
1}. Similarly, the vector f� represents the DFT-recon-
structed image at x � {0, 1, . . . , N � 1}. The elements
mxk of the square data modeling matrix M contain the DFT
coefficients

mxk �
1
N

e�2�jxk/N [4]

Conversely, the image reconstruction matrix M–1 defines
the image reconstruction:

f� � M�1F� [5]

and contains the inverse DFT coefficients:

mxk
�1 � e2�jxk/N [6]

Reconstruction on a denser grid than the number of mea-
sured k-space points N can readily be shown to be equiv-
alent to reconstruction on a grid of N points, followed by
Fourier or sinc interpolation. Therefore, we will not con-
sider such cases further in this work.

Dynamic Imaging

A complete formulation of the dynamic image reconstruc-
tion problem requires the introduction of a time variable t,
thus fully defining an image by a function f(x,t). Temporal
sampling, like spatial sampling, is subject to Nyquist sam-
pling criteria: sparse temporal sampling of a fast process
will cause temporal aliasing effects in the time evolution
of any pixel intensity. Even slow motion of sharp edges
may cause step function changes in the pixel time inten-
sity function. In reality, spatial resolution limitations may
alleviate this to some degree.

We present our method under the customary assump-
tion that the temporal sampling rate is adequate to de-
scribe the dynamics of the process being imaged, and
yields a collection of k-space samples at T time points t �
{t0, t1, . . . , tT�1}. We modify our vector notation of the
data model (Eq. [3]) and the associated image reconstruc-
tion (Eq. [5]) by adding an index � (0 � � � T – 1): data
acquired at time t� are F� �, and the reconstructed image at
this time point is f��. The entire reconstruction problem for
all T time samples may be written as a single matrix
inversion by concatenating all image vectors. If

f� � �
f�0

f�1

· · ·
f�T�1

� [7]

is the image at all reconstructed time points, and

F� � �
F� 0

F� 1

· · ·
F� T�1

� [8]

represents the collective k-space data of the cine acquisi-
tion, the data modeling equation of the dynamic problem
is again given by Eq. [3]. Similarly, the reconstruction of
all frames of the entire sequence is contained in Eq. [5]. In
a conventional dynamic acquisition, the same k-space
sampling takes place for all frames, and thus the data
modeling for any frame, represented by a submatrix
MFRAME, is identical to the matrix for the static case de-
fined in Eq. [4]. The composite modeling matrix M is of
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size NT � NT, and is block-diagonal with identical blocks
MFRAME of size N � N:

M � �
MFRAME 0 · · · 0

0 MFRAME · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 · · · MFRAME

� [9]

Similarly, the reconstruction matrix M–1 is block-diagonal
with diagonal blocks MFRAME

�1 .
Let us now consider a situation in which only part of the

FOV changes over time. To take advantage of this situa-
tion, we will partition the total FOV into a “static” part
with NS points that remain unchanged throughout the
dynamic scene, and a “dynamic” part with ND points that
includes at least all pixels that change in intensity during
the scan (see Fig. 1). Clearly,

NS � ND � N [10]

With prior knowledge about the approximate size and
location of the static and dynamic regions, we can write
each image vector f�� as a concatenation of a static and a
dynamic image vector:

f�� � � f��,S

f��,D
� [11]

This partitioning extends into the data-modeling matrix
MFRAME for each time point:

MFRAME � � MS MD 	 [12]

where MS is of size NS � N, and MD of size ND � N. Since
the static part of the image is identical at all points in time,

f�0,S � f�1,S � f�k,S � f�S [13]

we may reduce the size of the dynamic image f� [7] by
removing duplicate elements:

f� � �
f�S

f�0,D

f�1,D

· · ·
f�T�1,D

� [14]

Accordingly, the modeling matrix (Eq. [9]) reduces to

M � �
MS MD 0 · · · 0
MS 0 MD · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
MS 0 0 · · · MD

� [15]

Acquisition of the conventional N k-space samples for
each frame of the dynamic sequence thus corresponds
with a modeling matrix M of size Nnq � TN, where

Nnq � NS � TND [16]

This is an overdetermined reconstruction problem, de-
fined by a matrix M† of size TN � Nnq:

f� � M†F� [17]

M† is not unique, but any valid solution satisfies the re-
quirement

M†M � I [18]

where I is an identity matrix of size Nnq � Nnq.

Noquist Method

With the Noquist method, we reduce the data acquisition
of this system to eliminate the associated data redundancy.
Such a reduction in the size of F� is achieved by selectively
omitting acquisition of data points while retaining the
critical requirement [18] that the associated data-modeling
matrix M be invertible. It is clear that this requirement
cannot be met if we reduce the number of data points

FIG. 1. Phase-encoding (vertical) FOV of size N
with static region size NS and dynamic region size
ND.
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below the number of image points Nnq. We have investi-
gated reconstruction of the image sequence with exactly
this minimum data requirement, when the reconstruction
matrix M† is uniquely defined (M† � M–1). This implies the
acquisition of

Nframe � Nnq/T � ND � NS/T [19]

samples per frame. Note that this minimum number of
data points for a fully determined reconstruction problem
is slightly larger than the number typically advocated for
rFOV methods. All of the published methods to date pur-
sue reconstruction from ND samples per frame (13–20).

Data Selection

It is important to select an appropriate subset of Nframe

k-space views out of N for each frame. The total number of
possible selections can be quite large. For example, in an
acquisition with N � 256 phase encodings, T � 16 tem-
poral frames, and half of the FOV dynamic (ND � NS �
128), we must select Nframe � 136 out of 256 data points for
each temporal frame. The number of choices for each
frame is the number of combinations of Nframe from N
samples, totaling for all frames:

� Nframe

N �T

� � 256!
136!120!�

16

� 5.18 � 101208 [20]

Quite a few of these many possible selections will yield a
nonsingular matrix M, and thus present a feasible choice.
The selection of k-space views determines the condition of
the reconstruction problem, quantified by the condition
number (23) of the data-modeling matrix M. We have de-
signed and experimented with several heuristic algorithms
for the selection of an appropriate subset of k-space data
points. Our algorithms were based upon the conjecture
that for stability the sampling grid should ideally be uni-
formly dense across the entire FOV in (k,t)-space. To date,
we have not addressed optimization with respect to noise
propagation or other image characteristics.

Presented below are some examples of data-selection
algorithms, for a case of 50% static FOV:

1. All even k-space lines are acquired in every frame,
and odd k-space lines in interlaced evenly spaced
patterns (see Fig. 2a). This algorithm is guaranteed to
sample each phase-encoding at least once, which is a
necessary condition for a nonsingular modeling ma-
trix (Eq. [15]). Other criteria that led to this choice are
symmetry in k-space coverage, guaranteed small
maximum spacing between k-space samples, and
simplicity of the selection algorithm.

2. All even k-space lines are acquired in all even frames,
and odd k-space lines are sampled once each, distrib-
uted across frames and k-space at interlaced evenly-
spaced patterns. All odd k-space lines in all odd
frames, and even k-space lines, are acquired once
each in interlaced evenly-spaced patterns (see Fig.
2b). This algorithm is similar to algorithm 1, with the
additional characteristic that (for an even number of

frames) all k-space lines are sampled an equal num-
ber of times.

3. The desired number of lines is randomly selected in
every frame (see Fig. 2c). Although a random choice
carries the risk of generating a singular modeling
matrix (Eq. [15]) because there is a nonzero probabil-
ity that one or more k-space grid points are not ac-
quired at any time sample point, it has the potential
advantage of reducing correlated noise in the recon-
struction that is associated with symmetric sampling
grids.

These heuristic algorithms readily extend to a variety of
image sizes N and different dynamic region sizes ND. For

FIG. 2. k-Space sampling grid selection algorithms for a 32-view,
16-frame Noquist acquisition with 50% static FOV (Nframe � 17).
Black lines indicate acquired data, white lines indicate omitted data,
and solid black columns represent conventional acquisition. a: Al-
gorithm 1. All even phase encodings are acquired in every phase,
and all odd encodings are acquired once, evenly spaced across the
k-space FOV and staggered across cardiac phases. This algorithm
yields a data modeling matrix M with reciprocal condition number
L � 4.32e-04. b: Algorithm 2. All even phase encodings are acquired
in every even phase, with odd encodings evenly spaced across the
k-space FOV. All odd encodings are acquired in every odd phase,
with the even encodings evenly spaced across the k-space FOV.
This algorithm generates a data modeling matrix with L � 3.06e-04.
c: Algorithm 3. Data lines are selected randomly, constrained by the
requirement that all views be selected at least once in the entire
sequence. This algorithm generates a data modeling matrix condi-
tion number that varies with the realization of the random process.
The combination shown had a relatively ill-conditioned matrix M
with L � 3.13e-06.
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any given sampling grid size and static fraction, many
phase-encoding view subset selections result in an invert-
ible modeling matrix M, from which the image may be
reconstructed. An important quality measure for data-se-
lection algorithms is noise propagation into the recon-
structed image.

Stability and Noise Propagation

The condition of the data-modeling matrix defines the
propagation of data noise into the reconstructed image.
Assuming a constant noise level during k-space acquisi-
tion, all elements of the data vector F� will have an identi-
cally and normally distributed zero-mean uncorrelated
complex-data noise term v defined by the standard devia-
tion 
. A pixel in the image with phase-encoding direction
coordinate x in the image vector f� is reconstructed by a
linear system M–1 (with matrix elements mxk

�1):

f�x� � �
k�0

Nnq�1

mxk
�1F�k� [21]

The noise terms v(k) in the measured data F̂(k) � F(k) �
�(k) propagate into image noise (x) by

f̂�x� � �
k�0

Nnq�1

mxk
�1F̂�k� � f�x� � �

k�0

Nnq�1

mxk
�1��k� � f�x� � �x�

[22]

Since x is a linear combination of normally distributed
random variables, it is also a normally distributed white
noise term, with variance Var{( x)}:

Var��x�� � 
2 �
k�0

Nnq�1

�mxk
�1�2 [23]

Compare this expression to the noise variance of conven-
tional DFT reconstruction to quantify the differences in
noise propagation. In conventional reconstruction, an ex-
pression analogous to Eq. [22] can be formulated for each
individual temporal frame:

f̂DFT�x� � �
k�0

N�1

mxk
�1F̂�k� � f�x� � �

k�0

N�1

mxk
�1��k�

� f�x� � DFT�x� [24]

In this case, the reconstruction matrix elements m–1
xk are

the inverse DFT coefficients (Eq. [6]). These all have a
magnitude of one, so the equivalent noise variance for DFT
reconstruction is

Var�DFT�x�� � 
2 �
k�0

N�1

�mxk
�1�2 � 
2 �

k�0

N�1

�e2�jxk/N�2 � N
2

[25]

Equations [23] and [25] allow us to calculate a linear noise
amplification factor �(x) for Noquist reconstruction at lo-
cation x, relative to DFT reconstruction, independently of
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the data and the contents
of the image:

��x� � 	 Var��x��

Var�DFT�x��
� 	1

N �
k�0

Nnq�1

�mxk
�1�2 [26]

Optimization with respect to this quantity of the data-
selection algorithm will be pursued in a follow-up inves-
tigation. However, the current results show that even be-
fore such optimized data selection is fully understood or
available, the Noquist method may be applied with stable
results using ad hoc view selection method 1.

Experimental Methods

Experiments were designed to test the Noquist method
using simulation phantom data and actual MRI data. We
also compared Noquist with the UNFOLD method (17), a
promising rFOV technique that employs temporal filter-
ing. All simulations and reconstructions were imple-
mented in MATLAB V6.1 (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA).
Calculations were performed in complex-data format, fully
preserving phase information in k-space and image space.

Phantom Simulation Data

A 2D simulation phantom data set was designed to reflect
overall image structure in an axial MRI image of the heart.
The phantom data were generated in a sampled k-space
representation. This was achieved by designing the 2D
frames of the phantom image sequence as a linear super-
position of elliptical objects, whose FTs were scaled “jinc”
functions ( jinc x � J1(�x)/(2x), where J1 is a first-order
Bessel function) (20), and whose k-space samples could
thus be evaluated directly. As a result, the phantom sim-
ulates realistic k-space sampling and truncation. Idealized
temporal sampling of the cardiac cycle was simulated (i.e.,
the cycle was sampled at 16 equidistant time points with
an infinitely short readout interval).

The dynamics of the phantom image sequence simulate
different elementary types of cardiac-synchronous motion.
The phantom image sequence (see Fig. 3 for systolic and
diastolic frame images) has a static background object sim-
ulating an axial view through the thorax. It contains five
objects in the central half of the FOV that simulate differ-
ent types of motion, which may be encountered in breath-
hold CMRI. The phantom data set was generated on a
256 � 256 spatial sampling grid, with 16 temporal frames.
Reconstructions were obtained from both noiseless and
noisy data. Normally distributed white noise with 16dB
SNR was added to the complex k-space data.

Reduced data sets for the Noquist and UNFOLD recon-
structions were simulated by selection of appropriate sub-
sets of phase-encoding views (“horizontal lines”) from the
k-space data.

MRI Data

Raw data (i.e., before reconstruction) were collected with
breath-held vector-cardiogram-gated cine-imaging se-
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quences of the heart in patients and normal volunteers.
The MRI data shown in the illustrations were all acquired
on a 1.5T Philips Gyroscan Intera scanner (software release
7.1.2; Philips Medical Systems, Inc.) using a balanced fast
field echo (bFFE) steady-state free precession (SSFP) se-
quence and a five-element phased-array receiver coil de-
signed for cardiac applications. Typical parameters were
192–256 phase encodings, TR � 3.5 ms, TE � 1.7 ms, flip
angle � 60 degrees, FOV � 250–350 mm with 2� readout
oversampling, and 12–24 frames per cardiac cycle.

Noquist Reconstruction

Data modeling matrices were generated following the data
subset selection algorithms discussed in the Theory sec-
tion above. Since rFOV data reduction was applied retro-
spectively, full-grid data sets were available in all cases.
Knowledge about the location and size of the static frac-
tion of the FOV was derived from observations from full-
grid reconstructions. The data-modeling matrix M was cal-
culated according to Eq. [15]. Data-selection algorithm 1
was used in all reconstructions shown. Matrix inversion
was performed to yield a reconstruction matrix, which was
applied to the data column associated with each pixel
along the frequency-encoding axis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Noiseless Phantom Data

For simulation phantom data without added noise, the
first three images in Fig. 4 compare Noquist reconstruction
with conventional reconstructions from full-grid data, and
with zero-padded, low frequency-only, reduced data with
equal hypothetical acquisition time. Note that for the
noiseless data, Noquist is an analytic equivalent of full-
grid FFT reconstruction if the rFOV requirement is satis-
fied. In the case of our noiseless simulated k-space data,
this is compromised only by the Gibbs’ phenomenon near
moving edges due to truncation of the sample train, which
causes ringing artifacts that extend beyond the assumed
static region boundary. In Fig. 4, where the boundary of
the dynamic region was defined several pixels away from

moving edges, the resulting differences between Noquist
reconstruction and full-grid FFT reconstruction were be-
low detection in the 256-gray-level dynamic range of the
figure. The reduced-data conventional image (Fig. 4c),
which uses the exact same number of data points as No-
quist, shows marked degradation by Gibbs’ ringing artifact
due to the absence of high-spatial-frequency data.

Noise Propagation in Phantom Data

The same phantom and resolution characteristics, but now
with normally distributed white noise (SNR � 16 dB)
added to the complex k-space data, are presented in Fig.
4d–f. The Noquist reconstruction (Fig. 4e) illustrates the
price paid for accelerated acquisition by Noquist. Again,
the spatial and temporal resolution are fully preserved, but
the noise level in the dynamic region is higher than in the
same region in the conventional image. The noise level is
not constant across the image, and as a rule is higher in the
dynamic FOV. Table 1 confirms that there is a good corre-
spondence between theoretical noise propagation follow-
ing Eq. [26] and observations from phantom reconstruc-
tions by the three data-selection methods discussed in the
previous section. Noise SDs were measured in manually
defined regions in the medium-gray outer ellipse of the
phantom object that mimics skin (static) and in the blood
pool inside the myocardium object (dynamic) in modulus
reconstructions (scaled to the integer in the range [0, 255]).
Selection methods 1 and 2 performed comparably, with
method 1 generally yielding slightly better results. For this
reason, all results were generated using this selection al-
gorithm. Noise levels in static regions by Noquist using
method 1 (well-conditioned data modeling matrix) are ap-
proximately equal to those in conventional FFT recon-
structions.

For an ill-conditioned data modeling matrix M, as ob-
served in a series of six realizations of Noquist with ran-
dom phase-encoding view selection (method 3), the recon-
struction matrix M–1 may show very large absolute values
of mxk in dynamic regions, resulting in high local noise
amplification [26]. Noquist using selection method 3 con-
sistently performed poorly with very high local noise am-

FIG. 3. Frames 1 (a: diastole) and 7 (b: systole) of 16 in a 256 � 256-pixel phantom image sequence. The phantom was designed to reflect
overall structure in an axial slice through the thorax, with features simulating different types of cardiac-synchronous motion that may be
encountered in CMRI. All moving objects are located in the center half of the vertical (phase-encoding) FOV. They include simulated left
ventricular contraction (bright annulus 1) with dynamics derived from measured values in a short-axis movie of a healthy volunteer, circles
undergoing sinusoidal translational vertical (2) and horizontal (3) motion, sinusoidal intensity variation across the cardiac cycle (circle 4), and
single-frame flash intensity changes (circle 5), which only differs from the background intensity in frame 7.
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plification, resulting in noise-drowned images that were
unsuitable for measuring noise statistics.

These results emphasize the importance of choosing a
favorable Noquist selection algorithm. Optimization of
data selection, based on earlier research on optimized
k-space sampling based on criteria from information the-
ory (24,25) or further prior knowledge about local intensity
characteristics (26), will be an important next step in fur-
ther investigations. However, the results in the following
sections underline our earlier point that even before such
optimization of parameters with respect to SNR, stable
Noquist reconstructions can be consistently obtained by
ad hoc data selection method 1, which is used in all of the
following figures.

Transverse MRI Images

Figure 5 makes the same comparison as Fig. 4 but shows a
human image, with the same result. The conventional
reduced-data reconstruction shows substantial loss of im-
age detail due to absence of high-spatial-frequency data.

Edge details are fully preserved in the Noquist reconstruc-
tion.

Short-Axis Image

Figure 6 shows Noquist reconstructions of a short-axis
slice through the heart of a normal volunteer. Compared to
the conventional full-grid reconstruction, Noquist recon-
structions with increasing data reduction faithfully pre-
serve image detail, with decreasing SNR. The image in Fig.
6e, which uses only 25% of the data, still shows adequate
SNR for evaluation of myocardial functional parameters
such as ejection fraction and radial thickening. In this
image, which has the greatest data reduction, the heart, but
not the descending aorta, lies inside the region classified
as dynamic for Noquist. Therefore the aorta, but not the
heart, causes a column of ghost artifacts. Even so, such
ghost artifact columns can be oriented away from the areas
of interest by an appropriate choice of the phase-encoding
direction. The reduced-data image may still have undi-

FIG. 4. Central cropped portion of the first of 16 frames (See Figure 3a for entire phantom image) of phantom object reconstructions with
256�256 image grid from 256 simulated phase-encodings. The center half of the vertical FOV (indicated by arrows in (b) and (e)) is
considered dynamic for Noquist. Images (a–c) show results from noiseless k-space data: (a) Full-grid conventional reconstruction; (b)
Noquist reduced-data reconstruction from 53% of the data selected by algorithm 1 (see text); (c) Reduced-data conventional reconstruction
from the central 53% of the k-space data (136 of 256 phase encodings). Images (b) and (c) have equal hypothetical acquisition times.
Images (d-f) show the same comparison with 16dB normally distributed white noise added to the complex k-space data. Dynamic regions
in the NoQuist reconstruction have a different noise level from static regions.

Table 1
Noise Characteristics in Phantom Data (See Fig. 4) Reconstructions by FFT and Noquist

Reconstruction
method

Region
Mean intensity

(�SD 
)
Scaled 


Noise propagation
factor per (26)

Inverse condition
number of M

Full-grid FFT Blood pool 91.99 (�6.76) 1.0000 –
Noquist (algorithm 1) Skin (static) 118.75 (�6.37) 0.9998 1.0000 5.4066e�05
Noquist (algorithm 1) Blood pool (dynamic) 86.8 (�9.65) 1.5128 1.6955 5.4066e�05
Noquist (algorithm 2) Skin (static) 116.78 (�8.61) 1.3644 1.4142 3.823e�5
Noquist (algorithm 2) Blood pool (dynamic) 85.87 (�11.26) 1.7652 1.9685 3.823e�5
Noquist (algorithm 3) – – – 7.00e�09 (mean of

6 experiments)
3.74e�16
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minished diagnostic value despite a 75% reduction in
acquisition time.

Comparison With UNFOLD

Figure 7 compares, using the noiseless phantom data, (a)
conventional, full-grid reconstruction; (b) Noquist from
Nframe � 128 � 128/16 � 136 phase-encodings per tempo-
ral frame; and (c) UNFOLD from 128 phase-encodings per
temporal frame, implemented as proposed in Ref. 17. The
UNFOLD reconstruction shows the side effects of the tem-
poral filter it employs. Cross-talk between temporal frames
due to sidelobes in the point spread function of the tem-
poral Fermi filter results in ghost artifacts showing the
location of moving objects in frames both preceding and
following each frame. Of the five moving objects in the
phantom image, only the dynamics of the stationary object
with sinusoidal intensity variation (number 4 in Fig. 3) is
reconstructed without artifact by UNFOLD. Using margin-
ally more data, Noquist reconstructs dynamics faithfully.

Similar observations may be made in the same compar-
ison on actual MRI data. Noquist and UNFOLD reconstruc-
tions of a vertical long-axis image are shown in Fig. 8. The
UNFOLD reconstruction has higher SNR, but Noquist pre-
serves edge detail better. We can observe this most clearly
in the (amplified) absolute difference images, where dis-
crepancies between the full-grid and reduced-data recon-
structions are diffuse across the entire region for Noquist
(Fig. 8e), but are concentrated at the edges of moving
objects for UNFOLD (Fig. 8f).

Computational Aspects

Reconstruction by Noquist replaces efficient FFT inver-
sion by direct inversion through straightforward matrix

multiplication. In addition, unlike conventional recon-
struction, the time and phase-encoding dimensions are no
longer separable, since the static region is shared between
all frames. As a result, an increased computational burden
is associated with the Noquist approach. In our implemen-
tation, where reconstruction in the readout direction is
performed by FFT, only the phase-encoding reconstruc-
tion is affected. Let us consider a cine sequence of T
images of size N � N, and let us ignore in this analysis the
readout FFT reconstruction altogether, since it is the same
in both cases. Conventional phase-encoding FFT recon-
struction for all N readout pixels and all T time frames of
the entire cine series requires a number of complex mul-
tiplications CFFT equal to:

CFFT � TN�N log N� [27]

Noquist reconstruction requires Cnq complex operations
for the reconstruction:

Cnq � N�Nnq�
2 � N�NS � TND�2 [28]

Conventional (phase-encoding) FFT reconstruction of a
cine sequence thus involves an algorithm of order TN2 log
N, and Noquist reconstruction is an algorithm of order
T2N3. For realistic dimensions such as N � 256, T � 16,
and a 50% dynamic FOV, FFT phase-encoding reconstruc-
tion requires 8 million complex floating-point operations.
Noquist reconstruction requires 1.2 billion operations, or
about a factor of 144 more.

We note that although the Nnq � Nnq matrix inversion,
which is required to obtain reconstruction matrix M–1, is a
computationally intensive operation, it can be precom-

FIG. 5. First of 12 frames in an axial bFFE movie
with a 256 � 256 image grid from 192 phase-
encodings. The center 50% of the FOV is treated
as dynamic for Noquist. a: Full-grid conventional
reconstruction at full FOV. b: The same image
cropped to a region showing the heart. c: Noquist
reduced-data reconstruction using 54% of the
data (104 of 192 phase encodings per frame). d:
Conventional reconstruction from the same num-
ber of phase-encoding views as the Noquist recon-
struction (c), using only the central portion of the
acquired k-space data. Images c and d have equal
hypothetical acquisition times.
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puted. For a given spatial and temporal resolution, the
matrix elements do not depend on the location of the static
portion of the FOV. For example, a practical reconstruc-
tion system may be designed to expect the static FOV at
the top of the image, and apply an image wrap operation to
ensure compliance with this requirement before the recon-
struction (Eq. [17]) is evaluated. A manageable database of
precomputed reconstruction matrices for a range of dy-
namic FOV fractions and resolution parameters may be
stored in the image reconstruction system. If a matrix is
required of different dimensions from those found on the
system, it must be calculated once, to be subsequently
stored and incorporated in the database. We note that for a
given number of frames, only a different size of the dy-

namic region may require calculation of a new reconstruc-
tion matrix. The same matrix will accommodate any loca-
tion of the dynamic region through a cyclic image wrap, or
alternatively linear phase warping in k-space.

We timed reconstructions by MATLAB on a 1.4GHz Dell
Dimension 8100 with 1Gb of PC800 RAM. Conventional
phase-encoding FFT reconstruction of a complete 16-
frame cardiac movie with 256 phase encodings of 512
readout samples required 1.15 s. The Noquist direct matrix
multiplication for 128 static and 128 dynamic pixels (re-
construction matrix M–1 � 2176 � 2176) required 22.9 s, or
a factor of 20 higher than FFT reconstruction. This is less
than what we expected from the above analysis by num-
bers of complex multiplications, possibly indicating high

FIG. 6. First of 16 frames in a short-axis study, acquired using four elements of a phased-array coil, with 160 phase-encoding views per
frame. Phase encoding is vertical. a: A 256 � 256 conventional FFT reconstruction. b–e: Noquist reconstructions with increasing levels of
data reduction (arrows indicate the extent of the dynamic region): (b) 80% dynamic FOV, with Nframe � 130 or 18.75% data reduction; (c)
60% dynamic FOV, with Nframe � 100 or 37.5% data reduction; (d) 50% static FOV, with Nframe � 85 or 46.9% data reduction; and (e) 20%
dynamic FOV, with Nframe � 40 or 75% data reduction.

FIG. 7. Frame 5 of 16 from phantom object reconstructions from noiseless data with a 256 � 256 image grid from 256 simulated phase
encodings. a: Full-grid conventional reconstruction. b: Noquist reconstruction (identical to b). c: UNFOLD reconstruction. The ghost
artifacts of the moving objects are a result of the temporal filtering employed in this technique. d and e: Absolute difference images of the
reduced-data reconstructions (b and c) and the full-resolution reconstruction (a), with intensities amplified by a factor of 4 for visibility.
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numerical efficiency of simple matrix multiplications on
this hardware. The inversion of the 2176 � 2176 modeling
matrix required approximately 101 s.

Generalization and Considerations for Improvement

Our implementation of Noquist achieves a gain in acqui-
sition time by considering static FOV redundancy in the
phase-encoding dimension alone. Conceptually, the
method extends readily to further efficiency gains by also
taking into consideration static portions of the FOV in the
readout direction. Practical implementation of this gener-
alization will require reformulation of the complete 2D
reconstruction problem by direct Fourier inversion. The
size of the reconstruction matrix for resolutions desired in
clinical CMRI may still become large for current capabili-
ties of practical image reconstruction hardware. The same
may apply to the application of Noquist in nonseparable,
non-Cartesian imaging techniques, such as spiral acquisi-
tion trajectories. However, we know of no theoretical bar-
riers that would preclude the use of Noquist in such situ-
ations, or in conjunction with other accelerators (e.g., par-
allel imaging).

Apart from applications in structural CMRI, the pro-
posed technique has the potential to expand the scope of
quantitative blood flow (QF) measurements by MRI. High-
resolution phase velocity imaging in breath-hold mode in
the chest and abdomen currently requires very long
breath-hold times on current-generation MRI equipment.
The ability to reduce scan time without sacrificing resolu-

tion may greatly improve the success rate and reliability of
breath-hold QF studies. In particular, when derived pa-
rameters (such as vessel compliance) that are sensitive to
accurate estimations of the vessel boundary location are
sought, Noquist may become the rFOV method of choice,
since methods that use temporal interpolation introduce
edge blurring.

In principle, Noquist does not require the dynamic FOV
to be contiguous. This observation may be of particular
interest for flow imaging, where there may be no motion of
large contiguous organs, but only motion by intensity
changes in several blood vessels that appear in disjoint
locations in the FOV, with static regions in between. The
use of Noquist reconstruction in such a situation may
require a different reconstruction matrix than the contig-
uous case, but the data reduction is the same as for a
contiguous dynamic FOV of the same accumulated size.
By a similar argument, it is also possible to subsequently
correct (based on findings from an initial Noquist recon-
struction) the location, but not the size, of the dynamic
FOV in a reduced-data acquisition, and repeat the recon-
struction without requiring new data.

Optimization of data selection with respect to noise
propagation is an issue that is still under investigation.
Although our current implementation has yielded stable
results in all experimental data sets to date, a better un-
derstanding of the reconstruction matrix properties may
produce further improvements in SNR with no additional
cost in acquisition time or computational load.

FIG. 8. First of 16 frames of a cine acquisition from 256 phase encodings: (a) conventional full-grid reconstruction, (b) magnified by a factor
of 2 and cropped to the heart region; (c) Noquist and (d) UNFOLD, both with 50% static FOV. Absolute difference between full-resolution
and (e) Noquist or (f) UNFOLD reconstructions, amplified by a factor of 8 for visibility.
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We currently perform Noquist reconstruction by
straightforward matrix multiplication. The reconstruction
matrix M–1 is the inverse of a block-diagonal matrix with a
high degree of symmetry. We have observed that many
reconstruction matrices show ordered patterns, sometimes
with large groups of identical elements. It may be possible
to exploit this feature for the design of more efficient
image-reconstruction algorithms—for example, by chang-
ing the order of addition and multiplication at critical
points.

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed Noquist method reduces acquisition time in
dynamic MRI scans by eliminating the data redundancy
associated with static regions in the dynamic scene. A
reduction of acquisition time is achieved, asymptotically
equal to the static fraction of the FOV, by omitting the
acquisition of a strategically selected subset of phase-en-
coding views from a conventional equidistant Cartesian
acquisition grid. The method works with MRI data of any
orientation or pulse sequence, with stable image intensity
characteristics across the frames in the dynamic sequence.
Phantom studies demonstrate that this technique can re-
construct an image sequence with full preservation of both
spatial and temporal resolution, using only a fraction of
the data. rFOV techniques that use temporal filtering can
not do this. In addition, our method allows more flexibility
in the dynamic fraction of the FOV than previously pro-
posed methods that use temporal filtering. The cost is a
reduction in SNR (which is most important in the dynamic
region of the image) that depends on the condition of the
reconstruction matrix as determined by the selection of a
subset of data from the full Cartesian acquisition grid.

The Noquist method also adds to the computational
burden of image reconstruction. Efficient implementation
of this method on an imaging instrument may involve
storing precomputed reconstruction matrix coefficients for
an array of spatial and temporal scan dimensions to avoid
having to perform a matrix inversion for each scan. The
user interface for scan preparation must allow interactive
definition of the location and size of the static and dy-
namic FOV regions.

The proposed method can be implemented immediately
with most of the imaging equipment available today, with-
out additional acquisition hardware. Optimization of data
subset selections may yield further SNR improvements.
The method is also promising as a means of accelerating
phase velocity-encoded imaging for quantitative flow map-
ping.
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